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Introduction to Statewide 
Two-Dimensional Base Level Engineering (2D BLE) 

Floodplain Mapping Program

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We would like to welcome you to this presentation on “Introducing Iowa DNR’s Statewide Two-Dimensional Base Level Engineering (2D BLE) Program”Introduce yourselves/roles for anyone speaking. We appreciate you taking the time to be here. 



Overview of Today’s Presentation 

• Where we’ve been
• Where we’re going
• 2D BLE Examples in Iowa
• 2D BLE Program Overview 
• Timeline
• Data Request – you can make a difference

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Here are the main topics we plan to cover today. We’ll cover a variety of topics ranging from the floodplain mapping program history to 2D BLE stakeholder case studies to help you understand how this data can be used locally. What we hope you get out of this presentation is:  An understanding of 2D BLE uses and benefits for your community or organization.  An understanding of the DNR’s Statewide 2D BLE Program – how we are going to roll the program out, including the timeline and other key touchpoints.  Finally, but most importantly and a key to this program’s success, we are requesting local data. We’ll provide instructions for what that is and how to get it to us so that you can help us make this mapping more accurate.  We also have a few poll questions interspersed. Those and the follow-up survey sent by email, after the webinar, need to be completed to receive the CFM CECs. 



IOWA DNR FLOODPLAIN 
MAPPING HISTORY



A History of Flood Mapping in Iowa  

• 2008 floods were a catalyst for improved information 
– Many communities had no or very outdated Flood 

Insurance Rate Maps (FIRMs)
• Secured a $15M HUD grant

– Initiated the Statewide Floodplain Mapping Program

Presenter
Presentation Notes
During the flooding of 2008, it became obvious to those relying on flood risk data that the State of Iowa needed to update it’s flood risk data for emergency response and flood preparedness. Nearly a third of the counties in the state at that time were without Flood Insurance Rate Maps (FIRMs), while nearly half were working with data that was 20 - 30 years old.Not only was this data out of date due to development and other changes in the landscape, but different engineering methodologies were used to determine flood risk for various parts of the state making it inconsistent. The Iowa DNR responded to this need by applying for a Housing and Urban Development (HUD) grant in the amount of $15 million shortly after the 2008 floods occurred.  



A History of Flood Mapping in Iowa  

• Statewide regulatory 
mapping is nearly 
complete
– adoption into local 

ordinances is all that 
remains for most 
counties

• 2D BLE will continue to 
advance flood risk 
awareness

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Ten years later the main goal of this program, to provide digital flood risk data for all counties in the state, is nearly complete. You can see in the map that blue counties are effective FIRMS, green counties have Preliminary FIRMs issued with engineering completed and are in the process of statutory appeal and compliance periods. These maps provide accurate, up-to-date flood risk data but require periodic updates as development occurs and the landscape changes across the state.Technology has improved and It’s a new era of floodplain mapping, and it is important to note that the 2D BLE process is a separate process. Of note, It is not regulatory at this time, but it is anticipated to become regulatory. We’ll touch more on the timeline later in the presentation. 



INTRODUCTION TO 2D BLE ANALYSIS



Traditional 1 Dimension (1D) Flood Study

1. Field Survey

2. Engineering Model

3. GIS Analysis

4. Cartography

In a 1D model, elevations are at each cross 
section (orange) and interpolated in between



New 2 Dimension (2D) Flood Study

In a 2D model, 
elevations are in 

every cell 
eliminating 

interpolation



1D Model:

1) Extent of flood hazard areas 
stop at the cross section

2) Confluences are complex to 
model

2D Model:

1) Evaluates flood risk beyond 
the channel banks (pluvial)

2) More refined model in 
complex areas on a cell-by-
cell basis



Directional Water Flow & Velocity 

1D Mapping 2D Mapping

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Hec Ras v. 2D. Hec ras – see the water and direction but not the velocityWhile the engineers who work with this data regularly can interpret the output on left well, it’s not intuitive when trying to convey information to the public and local decision makers.2D information is highly visual, bringing together directional flow, depth, and velocity to more easily communicate areas of concern when planning for capital improvement projects or new development. 



2D BLE Whole Surface Modeling  

1D Mapping: 
• Blue
• 1 sq. mi. minimum 

drainage area
• Actual stream present 

to map flood risk

2D Mapping: 
• Green
• Drainage areas less 

than 1 sq. mi.
• Whole surface used to 

map flood risk

Presenter
Presentation Notes
1D mapping for FIRMS is confined to the 1 sq mile DA threshold and an actual stream being present on the surface to help decide where to start mapping.  The blue shading shows the 1% annual chance flood risk modeled using the 1D approach.2D mapping, the green shading, does not require a stream being present to help decide where to start mapping. Instead, the whole surface is used to map flood risk and is not confined to the 1 square mile DA, this shows pluvial or overland flooding in addition to the traditional fluvial or stream/river flooding.  In this example the RAW output of 2D mapping is shown which may not translate to a regulatory floodplain. We’ll show you an example later in the presentation where the 2D mapping significantly decreases the floodplain area.  



Accurate Integration of Structures 

Mesh resolution adjusted for areas of development to more accurately 
consider structures. Cross sections can help increase accuracy.  

Source: HEC-RAS_6.0 2DModelingUsersManual

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This mesh can be refined to be more resolute for areas of development to more accurately represent risk by considering structures like new bridges or mitigation projects that affect water flow.



1D Modeling vs. 2D BLE 

Traditional 1D Modeling 2D BLE 

Constrained to riverine areas Utilizes entire surface (pluvial/urban 
flooding)

Cross-sections Mesh 

One direction water flow Multi-directional water flow 

Limited velocity visualization Visualization of velocity 

Limited integration of structures More accurate integration of structures

Arduous “start from scratch” map updates Dynamic mapping to quickly integrate 
new data and development to realize 
impacts

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Mapping methodologies change over time and risk awareness in coming years will use 2-dimensional base level engineering.This new analysis tool (HEC-RAS 6.0) will better inform residents of flood risk and will open up new tools and methods for floodplain management and mitigation.In the future, Probabilistic Floodplain Risk Analysis (PFRA) will be used to shift flood hazard data from binary (in/out) to graduated (probabilistic) risk analysis. Graduated risk means utilizing a greater range of event recurrence and/or storm variability in order to better define flood hazards and associated risks, as opposed to evaluating based on the 1% (100 year) risk and a handful of other recurrence intervals. 



2D BLE in Action

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The mapping approach in coming years will be Future of Flood Risk Data (FFRD).FFRD will use 2-dimensional base level engineering depicted in this animation which shows the flow lines moving – and you can see how the water flow is in more than one direction, and how it speeds up at points of constrictions in the floodplainThis new analysis tool (HEC-RAS 6.0) will better inform residents of flood risk and will open up new tools and methods for floodplain management and mitigation.






Broader Application of Flood Data 
Velocity Grids
• Water velocity
• Damage Potential

Particulate Movement Grids
• Scour potential
• Infrastructure maintenance 
• Mitigation Planning 

Water Surface Elevation Grids
• Emergency management 
• Damage potential 

Cumulative Rise/Change
• Show impacts of 

development/mitigation
• Show future conditions

Source: HEC-RAS_6.0 2DModelingUsersManual

Presenter
Presentation Notes
So what does this improved data mean for you? It’s a broader application of flood data for enhanced Floodplain Management. Regardless of your role – floodplain manager, emergency management, mitigation, project design, or many others -  2D BLE data can likely help you make better decisions. 



2D BLE EXAMPLES



2D Example – Development 

1D modeling 2D modeling

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The City of Akron, in Plymouth County, benefitted from the 2D approach. The image on the left is the original draft mapping developed using 1D methodologies. The image on the right shows the final results of 2D modeling.Getting to the final 2D results required quite a bit of outreach and coordination, which will be a key component of our 2D BLE program.In this case Akron provided drainage infrastructure details for their industrial park which allowed engineers to better inform the model.  The new mapping allowed development to continue in the park with a more realistic understanding of risk and gave the City ideas of how to mitigate future flooding risk for existing businesses and future development in order to protect their investment.



2D Example – Transportation

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The data can also be used for transportation. Here a 2D model inserted over an aerial image. This shows the exact angle and intensity of the flows impacting each pier and pillar  (shown in reds and oranges), which provides a more accurate result for new development and mitigation projects.



• Plan for conservation by identifying areas of scour potential
• Identify ponding areas for wetlands and other water quality projects
• Provide information regarding crop suitability and sustainability for acreage 

2D Example – Agriculture

Presenter
Presentation Notes
2D BLE data can help the agriculture community by providing insight into how water moves across their property and help in planning for water quality initiatives going on throughout the State of Iowa.



2D Example – Drainage / Stormwater Management

• Where are drainage 
issues?

• What mitigation actions 
make a difference?  

• More complete 
understanding of risk 
and better information 
for regulating 
development

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In this example we’re capturing the power of 2D capabilities for understanding drainage in Dickinson County, Iowa.During outreach Dickinson County expressed interest in trying to ID risk with new flood hazard boundaries for smaller lakes.  1D analysis did not provide lake flooding data as no profile baseline or XSs were present because they were not moving water in streams.Dickinson County and the communities with mapping created through 2DBLE were pleased with the product.  After outreach and adjustment for new development the data was accepted and is being used for the Dickinson Countywide FIRM.In this case, very little information was provided which may be where your community is but the results still a great improvement for floodplain management. The product will only get better with your information and feedback. 



IOWA DNR 2D BLE 
FLOODPLAIN MAPPING PROGRAM



2D BLE Sequencing 

The FFY funding schedule for areas of 2D BLE outreach and study.

• Complete over 
the next 4-6 years

• Prioritize 
headwaters of 
major rivers 
affecting large 
populations

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The Iowa 2D BLE program is scheduled to take place over the next 4-6 years.  We’re developing this data in phases, starting with the blue area on the map. We’ll then move into the tan areas in FFY21 and the green areas in FFY22.We plan to start at the upper reaches of each proposed study area and work downstream to develop a comprehensive understanding of the water volume impacting watersheds as dictated by the 2D approach of modeling. Furthermore, we plan to start in the headwaters of the major rivers that affect a majority of Iowa’s population. 



New LiDAR for 2D BLE

• New LiDAR 
collected 
statewide
•Blue: 2019
•Tan: 2020
•Green: 2020+

Presenter
Presentation Notes
2D BLE results are only as good as the underlying data, the most important of which is Light Detection and Ranging (LiDAR) topography.  Iowa is in a unique position having just had all new LiDAR collected in the last 16 months by the USGS. This effort was funded by NCRS and FEMA, indicating FEMA’s commitment to this project and belief in it’s superior output.The USGS is managing all of these projects and conducting QAQC, the data should be ready starting in the Summer and Fall of 2021.As this new LiDAR becomes available, initial work will start to develop 2D BLE output to share with communities.



Preliminary 
FIRMS/FIS

Iowa DNR BLE Program Timeline

TODAY 8+ months +2 months

Kickoff
Meeting

Engineering/
Data 

Development

Data
Review 

Meeting

Option 2: 
Regulatory / Updated FIRM panels

+12 months +4 months +6 months

Option 1: 
No Regulatory Updates

+2 months

Due 
Process

New Firm 
Adoption

Receive Final 
BLE Data

BLE Data Development

Dates subject to change based on data acquisition

Approximately one year 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Here we are today where we’re kicking off with a series of webinars focusing on mitigation and risk awareness.  Expect to see us back in 8 -10 months with some results to share.  Option 1 and Option 2 show the two paths you can take, depending on your desire to replace your regulatory mapping. 



Understanding Risk Together

You’re key to the program’s success 
Local partner webinars
• Floodplain administrators, 

emergency management, 
planners

Key Touchpoints 
• Kickoff - Education/Data Requests
• Data Review 
• Enhancements 
Larger statewide and federal 
partners

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This intended to be a collaborative process and your participation in the process is imperative to success. As data is developed for an area, additional webinars will be scheduled to offer a first review of the data with no emphasis on floodplain regulation.  During all webinars information will be requested from partners to improve the accuracy of the modeling as well as provide possible leverage for mitigation grant dollars with FEMA or HSEMD. 



Where are we working now?

Data review 
meetings will start 
in green areas in 

late October



2D BLE Product Rollout
Phase 1: 
Develop 
Development 
BLE Data

Phase 2: 
Refine Data 

Phase 3: 
Finalize BLE 
Product

Phase 4: 
Enhanced 
Datasets

Phase 5: 
Regulatory 
Models 

• Collect 
engineering 
data and local 
flood concerns

• Develop 2D BLE
models

• Stakeholder 
engagement 

• Refined in areas 
based on: 
⁻ local review

⁻ areas of likely 
development

⁻ submission of 
local data

• Communities 
may request 
updates to 
regulate with 
new 2D 
datasets

• DNR may 
choose to 
pursue 
regulatory 
updates based 
on state and 
FEMA needs 

• Probabilistic 
analysis for 
insurance 
actuaries

• Velocity grids 

• Additional 
datasets to 
enhance 
floodplain 
management 

• More efficient 
updates

⁻ mesh 
refinement

⁻ structures or 
obstructions

⁻ newer local 
data

⁻ newer model 
software 
versioning

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The Statewide project is anticipated to take 5 years to get completely deployed. Development of new data will occur in phases shown here as FEMA funding allows.In phase 1, we’ll collect data and develop the draft product. In phase 2…..It is important to remember that this is initially a flood risk awareness product rather than regulatory product and the path that communities take in making this more regulatory than educational will extend the project in those areas.



Iowa Floodplain Mapping Data Platform

• Consistent, seamless, shareable 
digital data

• Future Platform Functions:
• View 2D BLE data
• Download data
• Run scenarios to answer “what 

if” questions
• Ask DNR questions

• Training on how to use the data 
platform under development

Cloud based hub for centralized and free floodplain datasets and decision support

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Iowa Floodplain Mapping Platform is a cloud-based hub for centralized and free floodplain datasets and decision supportIt will provide:• Consistent, seamless, sharable digital dataIn the future, as we build out the platform to full functionality, it will include the ability for stakeholders to: - View 2D BLE data  - Download data  - Run scenarios to answer “What if” questions  - Ask DNR questions



What We Need From You 

Local Flooding Problems
• Flood Problems
• Localized areas of concern
• Historical losses / events

Existing Data 
• Local Hydrology & Hydraulics
• Stormwater Modeling
• High Water Marks
• Survey Data
• Local Topographic Data

Local Development Information
• Recent significant development
• Areas of future development
• Master Planning where available

Presenter
Presentation Notes
What We Need From StakeholdersLocal Data Requested at 2D BLE Kickoff Meetings:Local Flooding problems – examples include:• Large Flood Problems• Localized/Nuisance Flood Problems• Historical Loss/EventsExisting Data such as: • Local Hydrology & Hydraulics• Stormwater Modeling• High Water MarksLocal Development Information:• Recent significant development since last mapping update or topo collection• Areas of likely future development• Master Planning where available



Summary

• More complete flood risk 
picture and information

• Dynamic Mapping 
Capabilities  

• Broader Application of Flood 
Data for mitigation and 
planning

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In summary, the main benefits are that 2D BLE provides a more complete picture of flood risk, it is not a stagnant model that has to be replaced every time an area is studied and provides a broad range of products to be used in planning for and understanding of risk for communities.We look forward to visiting your area soon to initiate this 2D BLE program. 



Additional Resources  
More information is available via our Iowa 2D Program whitepaper.

Visit the DNR’s website for: 
• Program Updates 
• Data availability through interactive status map.
• Upcoming meeting announcements

Additional Information:
• Iowa State University "Flooding in Iowa" Video Series 
• FEMA's Map Service Center
• USGS WaterWatch
• USGS WaterAlert
• USGS National Water Dashboard

Presenter
Presentation Notes
If you would like additional information about the Iowa DNRs 2D BLE program you can download our whitepaper, visit our website check on product availability through our interactive status map or find out about upcoming meetings in your area., or reference various resources on this topic.  We have provided the links in the chat for your convenience. (For reference/not speaking parts) Whitepaper:https://www.iowadnr.gov/Portals/idnr/uploads/water/floodplain/fp%20mapping/fp_Iowa_DNR_2D_BLE_White_Paper_20210218.pdfWebsite:https://www.iowadnr.gov/Environmental-Protection/Land-Quality/Flood-Plain-Management/Flood-Plain-Mapping

https://www.iowadnr.gov/Portals/idnr/uploads/water/floodplain/fp%20mapping/fp_Iowa_DNR_2D_BLE_White_Paper_20210218.pdf
https://www.iowadnr.gov/Environmental-Protection/Land-Quality/Flood-Plain-Management/Flood-Plain-Mapping
https://www.extension.iastate.edu/floodinginiowa/
https://msc.fema.gov/portal/home
https://waterwatch.usgs.gov/
https://maps.waterdata.usgs.gov/mapper/wateralert/index.html
https://dashboard.waterdata.usgs.gov/app/nwd/?aoi=default


Contact Information 

If you wish to learn more about this program, contact:

Scott Ralston, P.E., CFM Chris Kahle
Floodplain Mapping 
Coordinator

GIS Analyst/Technical Program 
Lead

Scott.Ralston@dnr.iowa.gov Chris.Kahle@dnr.iowa.gov

mailto:Scott.Ralston@dnr.iowa.gov
mailto:Chris.Kahle@dnr.iowa.gov
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